Annotation

This bachelor thesis has aim to introduce Nakladatelství Pasparta publishing house, which orients its creative power on improving the public’s knowledge about Autism Spectrum Disorders. The first chapter defines the term publishing house and describes a brief history of publishing business in Czech lands. The second chapter contains detailed information on its founding, its characteristics and contains a chronological overview of its creation, divided into four categories: Fiction, For Children, Specialised literature about autism and Psychology. This review ends in June 2019, but also includes unpublished literature and a brief introduction to future plans of Pasparta. This part is also about Pasparta’s social enterprise for employing autistic persons. The third chapter describes how the whole cooperation works in practice and legal terms. It also contains a description of the publishing author’s team and comes up with motivational issue of this whole project. The last part is about awards that Pasparta have won throughout its existence.